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Letter from the
President

BY GABRIEL I.LOMAS, PH.D, RPT-S-S
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

As the days get shorter and the nights seem to get cooler, I have begun my preparations for fall training. My university is
hosting a two-day workshop with Tammi Van Hollander and Lynn Louise Wonders. Additionally, I will be attending conferences
in Seattle, Denver, and Dallas. Although financially costly, conferences are exceedingly inspirational. Professional meetings are
like a fountain of stimulation, and they are where I choose to go to get my cup filled refilled.
Back when I was a new therapist, I recall attending conferences and having a feeling of awe as I listened to experts who I had
previously learned from in my books. I recall going to national conferences and learning from Albert Ellis and William Glasser.
Like a mouse, I quietly sat in the back in some of their sessions. As I grew my play therapy training, I was in the same room with
Garry Landreth, Terry Kottman, Linda Homeyer, and many other leaders in our field. I was shocked when I was able to
approach them and engage them in conversation. Our professional organization is small enough to allow for close professional
relationships. Today, I sit side by side in meetings and call many of the national leaders my friends.
Whether you are new to play therapy or you are a seasoned veteran, it’s important to make sure you are engaged in
professional development. However, it’s critical to select professional development opportunities that challenge you by
addressing your growth areas. My travels to Seattle include a conference for professors that has stimulating research and
innovative teaching techniques that keep me on my toes. My travels to Dallas will take me to a seminar on integrated primary
care (IPC). This model is not new, but the placement of behavioral health clinicians in offices with primary care physicians is
growing rapidly. When I was in my doctoral program there was no content on IPC. Today, all of my students receive training in
IPC. The field changes rapidly and we have to stay engaged to be at the fore.
I close my message by asking you to consider what you are doing for your own professional development. For those who are
new to play therapy, I encourage you to attend state and national conferences so you will learn from many of the best in the
field. For those of you who are veterans, reflect on your growth areas and look to stretch in new ways. Whether you are a new
professional or a seasoned therapist, be sure you save the date for the 2020 New York APT annual conference in Buffalo. The
conference will feature training by Lisa Dion, author of “Aggression in Play Therapy: A Neurobiological Approach” (Norton
Press, 2018). Join me at the 2020 conference and together we will learn new knowledge, practice new skills, and refill our cups.

in Niagara Falls was a true inspiration! NY-APT Vice President, Ann Beckley-Forest, worked with a
local team of dedicated play therapists to create a memorable experience for all. We had two days
filled with learning led by Dr. Frac Hudspeth. Franc is both a professor of counseling and a
pharmacist. He is the editor of the Journal of Play Therapy, and that only scratches the surface. Dr.
Hudspeth is a true Yeoman in our field.
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Implicit Bias
Submitted by: Lyrica Fils-Aimé, LCSW, RPT

Implicit Bias is a hot topic in many organizations and fields across the United States. How does this trend impact Play
Therapists and the clients of color they serve?
“If you have a brain you have a bias.” Femi Otitoju
Implicit bias describes the phenomenon of our attitudes towards people or stereotypes we hold without our conscious
knowledge. A fairly commonplace example of this is seen in studies that show that white people will frequently associate
criminality with black people without even realizing they’re doing it (Perception Institute). We all hold biases, even
under our best intentions and no matter how hard we try. As an Implicit Bias Workshop Facilitator, I have biases. I can
never be rid of them, the only thing I can do is work to be aware of them as I move through life, and catch them prior to
perpetuating harm.
Biases are unconscious and automatic. They happen faster than we can catch them.
-We have ideas about what kids want to play with.
-We have ideas about what traumas they are dealing with.
-We use our own childhoods to inform our work.
-We have biases about parents, their needs, experiences, and abilities.
-We rarely catch them as play therapy can move very quickly. Biases are increased in stressful, ambiguous and time
pressured situations (can often be the case in a play therapy room!). Biases come up in many ways, through our biases
around gender roles, abilities, LGBTQ, economic or income status, age, housing etc. The bias that is very clear for people
of color is biases from mental health practitioners surrounding skin color, particularly because there is a small number
of practitioners of color, and even less play therapists of color.
When we ignore skin color or accidently perpetuate our biases (most of the time it truly is accidental!), we reduce the
attunement with the client (parent or child). This can often feel like an unexplainable break in the relationship by the
therapist. Supervisees often come and say, I just can’t connect with this person no matter what I do!
The attunement cannot be there if our bias is sitting in the way of the connection. For attunement to happen, we must be
aware of our biases to truly connect with the client.
“Attunement in psychotherapy refers to the ability of your therapist to pick up on the nuances of your responses and to
respond in a way that accurately captures the sense of how you were feeling in that moment. You feel seen. You feel
heard. Even more than that, you feel as if your therapist experiences you.”
https://myshrink.com/emotional-attunement-therapy/
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Implicit Bias (cont’d)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
Skin Color matters and We should use it in therapy

Child, Bias/attunement, Therapist, Illustration

As an anti-racist focused practitioner, I make sure parents and children know that I am paying attention to race. One of the most
harmful thing I hear practitioners say is that they are colorblind. For some clients, this may be a good statement to hear. These
are typically clients who do not feel ready to focus on race as a differentiator of their experience. But the clinician can still do it for
and with the client. For others, this is a disheartening statement! This statement means that you will not acknowledge my experiences
as a black or brown individual in this world. You are treating me like the white individual you are existing in the world as (Fergus).
There are many ways race has come up in my sessions and being an attuned play therapist allows the controversial, real statements to
come out, while allowing me to address the content in an unbiased manner. Therapists of color can have ingroup bias, also.
Sometimes we think that if we are part of the group we will not have biases but this is false.
Examples/Vignettes
A child saying n*gger in a session in reference to a classmate. Do you work with your client to role play race conversations?
A parent not wanting her child to learn about Black Lives Matter. Do you tell her what you believe or meet her where the client is at?
A woman telling me she aborted her mixed baby. How does that impact one clinician versus another?
A boy telling me he wants to be a lighter skin color. A therapist should address this in every session with a child in some way. We should
always ask a child of color how they feel about their skin color! It should be part of our assessment.
Implicit Biases are Social and Structural
As mental health therapists, we have a hand in shaping the biases of children.
What books are we reading to them?
How do we expand their minds?
Vignette: “Where is this book from?” said by a mom
Strategies

•

You will have the least biases about groups that you tend to see. Do an inventory of your clients and personal life. You can be a person who
has biases about the groups you are exposed to, too.

•

Use the NYU Scorecard to evaluate the literature you have with kids. All kids should read about characters with different backgrounds.
How many differently abled authors do you have? Characters?

•

Take an implicit bias awareness workshop and learn the ins and outs. Or read Blindspot.

•

Take the tests at projectimplicit.org

•

Insert counterstereotypical exemplars in your office. I once saw a quote by James Baldwin in an office and I instantly felt seen by the practice.
Having a few extra dolls/figures of various backgrounds is not enough. What are the images that can be seen? What books are on display?
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Reflections of NYAPT Past-Prethe week I was also able to attend

Tips for Parents Involved in
Separation or Divorce
Submitted by: Anne Marie M Ramos, LCSW, RPT-S
Handouts for Parents:
When working with parents to manage the stress of divorce and minimize the impact on children, it can be helpful to use written guidelines
as a starting point for psychoeducation. I compiled these guidelines to prevent or minimize the damage of high conflict divorce by helping
Photoputting
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parents understand what they can do This
to avoid
a child
in a loyalty
bind.
When
copied, the guidelines, including the references can fit
on one page. These have been a very useful non-blaming tool for myself and my supervisees to impart information to parents and to begin
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
to effect change!
TIPS for Parents involved in Separation/Divorce
Separation/Divorce is never easy for a family. Children suffer even more when a separation/divorce becomes high conflict (defined below).
This puts the child in what could be a traumatizing loyalty
bind. * Here are some things parents can do to prevent this situation from occurring.
1. STRIVE to avoid disparaging statements about ex in front of child even if you feel your ex deserves them! You can still be supportive
of the child’s feelings without bad mouthing your ex. For example, “I know it’s so disappointing and upsetting that Mommy canceled
at the last minute,” will be a more helpful statement for your child than, “I can’t believe she did that to you! She is so inconsiderate,
only thinking of herself, as usual!”
2. RESIST the urge if you have it, to make your child feel guilty or like they are making a mistake if they love or believe in your ex. Parents
can do this overtly or even with subtle messages disguised as helpful ones, e.g., “Are you SURE you feel ready to visit your father?”
Remember that research shows that the lack of the parental relationship is more devastating for a child over time than one with
flaws. (The exceptions being safety considerations due to proven neglect/abuse.)
3. BE consistent and predictable in parenting/visitation time to the best of your ability. A separation makes a child’s world seem
vulnerable. Knowing when and where he/she can see parents is key.
4. FACILITATE open non-blaming communication regarding child related issues with your ex whenever possible with a focus on problem
solving.
5. AVOID being hard on yourself if at times you are not always able to be successful at achieving the four tips above. Your children will
recognize overall patterns and this will help you avoid high conflict divorce and the accompanying loyalty binds.
Features:
1. Parents have no, limited or ineffective communication (which can contribute to distorted allegations and misunderstandings).
2. Parents may sabotage the child’s relationship with the other parent
3. Caregivers can become manipulative with professionals to advance their cause e.g., custody, visitation, upcoming court hearing, etc.
4. There may be frequent crises.
5. There is a high degree of anger and distrust
6. There can be allegations of abuse, drawn out court actions, restraining orders, no-contact orders, etc.
*Loyalty bind: Child feels fearful of losing the support/love of one parent if they feel or show any connection to the other parent.
Compiled from information gathered from:
How Children Cope with High Conflict Divorce: How They are Harmed and What Parents Can Do by Bob Livingstone, LCSW: Retrieved 2019
Use of Play Therapy in Cases of High Conflict Divorce: Workshop Oct. 2018 APT Conference Kim Merendino, PhD, Suvi Miller, LCSW
Children of High Conflict Divorce Face Many Challenges: William Bennet Psychiatric Times, Oct, 2015
High Conflict Divorce: JR Johnston 1994
Legacy of Research by Judith Wallerstein, PhD 1985-2013
Observations of Writer’s Anne Marie M Ramos’ LCSW RPT-S 35+ years’ experience working with families and children whose parents are
separated/divorced, many of whom are characterized by high conflict.

